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MOTIVATION



Introduction - Primitivity

Let Fq be the finite field of cardinality q and Fqn its extension
of degree n, where q is a power of the prime p, also known as
the characteristic of Fq, and n is a positive integer.

• A generator of the multiplicative group F∗qn is called
primitive. Besides their theoretical interest, primitive
elements of finite fields are widely used in various
applications, including cryptographic schemes, such as
the Diffie-Hellman (1976) key exchange.

• Primitive elements exist for any finite field. However, they
are sparse and we do not have any effective way of
finding one.
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Introduction - Normality

• An Fq-normal basis of Fqn is an Fq-basis of Fqn of the form
{x, xq, . . . , xqn−1} and the element x ∈ Fqn is called normal
over Fq. These bases bear computational advantages for
finite field arithmetic, so they have numerous
applications, mostly in coding theory and cryptography
(Gao 1993).

• The Normal basis theorem ensures the existence of
normal elements over any finite field extension.
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Primitive Normal Elements

The existence of elements that are simultaneously primitive
and normal is well-known.
Theorem (Primitive normal basis theorem)
Let q be a prime power and n a positive integer. There exists
some x ∈ Fqn that is simultaneously primitive and normal
over Fq.

This was originally proven by Lenstra and Schoof (1987) and
Cohen and Huczynska (2003) provided a computer-free proof.
Several generalizations of this have been investigated
(Cohen-Hachenberger 1999, Cohen-Huczynska 2010, Hsu-Nan
2011, K. 2013, K. 2014).

Primitive nornal elements are also useful in cryptography
(Agnew-Mullin-Onyszhuk-Vanstone 1991). 4/35



Completely normal elements

An element of Fqn that is simultaneously normal over Fql for
all l | n is called completely normal over Fq.

The existence of such elements for any q and n is known as
the Complete normal basis theorem.

This was initially proved by Blessenohl and Johnsen (1986),
but Hachenberger (1994) gave a simplified proof.
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The Morgan-Mullen conjecture

Morgan and Mullen (1996) went one step further and
conjectured that for any q and n, there exists a primitive
completely normal element of Fqn over Fq.

Conjecture (Morgan-Mullen)
Let q be a prime power and n a positive integer. There exists
some x ∈ Fqn that is simultaneously primitive and completely
normal over Fq.

Remark
The conjecture is still open.
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Completely basic extensions

The extension Fqn/Fq is completely basic if every normal
element of Fqn is completely normal.

If an extension is completely basic, the Morgan-Mullen
conjecture follows from the primitive normal basis theorem.

The study of completely basic extensions dates back to the
work of Faith (1957). In particular, we have the following easy
characterization:
Theorem (Blessenohl-Johnsen, 1991)
The extension Fqn/Fq (where q is a power of the prime p) is
completely basic if and only if for every prime divisor r of n,
we have that r ∤ ord(n/r)′(q), where (n/r)′ is the largest divisor
of n/r that is co-prime to p.
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First partial results

• Morgan and Mullen (1996) gave examples for such
elements for all pairs (q,n) with q ≤ 97 and qn < 1050 by
computer search.

• Hachenberger (2001) settled the case when Fqn is a
regular extension over Fq, given that 4 | (q− 1), q odd and
n even. Note that Fqn is a regular extension over Fq if n
and ordν(n′)(q) are co-prime, where ν(n′) is the
square-free part of the p-free part of n.

• Blessenohl (2005) settled the case n = 2l, n | (q2 − 1),
l ≥ 3 and q ≡ 3 (mod 4).

• Hachenberger (2012) extended his results to all regular
extensions.
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The extension of the degree is a prime power

The case when n is a prime power has also been settled.
Namely, let PCNq(n) denote the number of primitive and
completely normal elements of Fqn over Fq. Hachenberger
(2010) proved that:

1. PCNq(2l) ≥ 4(q− 1)2l−2 , if q ≡ 3 (mod 4) and l ≥ e+ 3
(where e is maximal such that 2e | (q2 − 1)), or if q ≡ 1
(mod 4) and l ≥ 5.

2. PCNq(rl) ≥ r2(q− 1)rl−2 , if r ̸= p is an odd prime and l ≥ 2.
3. PCNq(rl) ≥ r(q− 1)rl−1 · φ(qrl−1 − 1), if r ≥ 7 and r ̸= p is a
prime and l ≥ 2.

4. PCNq(pl) ≥ pqpl−1−1(q− 1), if l ≥ 2.
5. PCNq(pl) ≥ pqpl−1−1(q− 1) ·φ(qpl−1 − 1), if p ≥ 7 and l ≥ 2.
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The first “generic” result

Recently, with elementary combinatorial methods, the
following was shown.

Theorem (Hachenberger, 2016)

1. Assume that q ≥ n7/2 and n ≥ 7. Then PCNq(n) > 0.
2. If q ≥ n3 and n ≥ 37, then PCNq(n) > 0.

Remark
This is the first result that does not rely on the prime
factorization of n.
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Our contribution

We employ character sum techniques and prove the following.
Theorem (Garefalakis-K., 2019)
Let n ∈ N and q a prime power such that q > n, then
PCNq(n) > 0.

Remark
In this talk, we will outline the establishment of this result.

By pushing our techniques further, we generalize our result as
follows:
Theorem (Garefalakis-K., 2019)
Let q a power of the prime p and ℓ,m ∈ Z with ℓ ≥ 0, m ≥ 1,
(m,p) = 1. Then PCNq(pℓm) > 0 provided that m < q.
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Our contribution

In later work (Garefalakis-K., 2019), we managed to push our
techniques even further and obtained the following results:

1. There exists some c, such that if q > c and q ≤ n ≤ q2 (n
odd), or q− 1 ∤ n and q ≤ n ≤ 0.43 · q2 (n even), then there
exists a primitive and completely normal element for the
extension Fqn/Fq.

2. If n is odd and n < q4/3 or n is even, q− 1 ∤ n and n < q5/4,
then there exists a primitive and completely normal
element for the extension Fqn/Fq.
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Further computational evidence

By considering the aforementioned results of Garefalakis-K.
(2019), Hachenberger and Hackenberg (2019), extended the
original computational experiments of Morgan and Mullen
(1996) to the extensions

• Fqn/Fq (q prime power), when 1 ≤ n ≤ 202, and
• Fpn/Fp (p prime), when p ≤ 10,000 and pn ≤ 1080.
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PRELIMINARIES



Characters

Characters and their sums play a crucial role in characterizing
elements of finite fields with the desired properties.
Definition
Let G be a finite abelian group. A character of G is a group
homomorphism G → C∗. The characters of G form a group
under multiplication, which is isomorphic to G. This group is
called the dual of G and denoted by Ĝ. Furthermore, the
character χ0 : G → C∗, where χ0(g) = 1 for all g ∈ G, is called
the trivial character of G.

From now on, we will call the characters of F∗qn multiplicative
characters and the characters of Fqn additive characters.
Furthermore, we will denote by χ0 and ψ0 the trivial
multiplicative and additive character respectively.
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Some character sums

Lemma (Orthogonality relations)

Let χ be a non-trivial character of a group G and g a
non-trivial element of G. Then∑

x∈G
χ(x) = 0 and

∑
χ∈Ĝ

χ(g) = 0.

Lemma (Gauss sums)

Let χ be a non-trivial multiplicative character and ψ be a
non-trivial additive character. Then∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑
x∈Fqn

χ(x)ψ(x)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = qn/2.
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Vinogradov’s formula

• F∗qn (the multiplicative group) can be seen as a Z-module
under the rule r ◦ x := xr and Fqn (the additive group), can
be seen as an Fq[X]-module, under the rule
F ◦ x :=

∑m
i=0 fixq

i (where F(X) =
∑m

i=0 fiXi ∈ Fq[X]).
• The fact that primitive and normal elements exist for
every finite field extension, imply that both modules are
cyclic, while the elements that are interesting for us, i.e.
primitive and normal elements, are the generators of
those modules.

• It is now clear that we are interested in characterizing
generators of cyclic modules over Euclidean domains.
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Vinogradov’s formula

Define the following functions for d ∈ R, d | r := ord(g):

1. The Euler function is defined as φ(d) := |(R/dR)∗|.
2. the Möbius function is defined as

μ(d) :=

(−1)k, d is a product of k distinct irreducibles of R,
0, otherwise.

3. θ(d) := φ(d′)/|(R/d′R)|, where d′ stands for the
square-free part of d.

Proposition (Vinogradov’s formula)
The characteristic function for the R-generators ofM is

ω(x) := θ(r)
∑
d|r

μ(d)
φ(d)

∑
χ∈M̂, ord(χ)=d

χ(x).
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Characteristic functions for normal and primitive elements

By applying Vinogradov’s formula, we get that:

1. For l | n, the characteristic function of normal elements of
Fqn over Fql is

Ωl(x) := θl(Xn/l − 1)
∑

F|Xn/l−1

μl(F)
φl(F)

∑
ψ∈F̂qn , ordl(ψ)=F

ψ(x),

where the first sum extends over the monic divisors of
Xn/l − 1 in Fql [X] and the second sum runs through the
additive characters of Fqn of order F over Fql .

2. Similarly, the characteristic function for primitive
elements of Fqn is

ω(x) := θ(qn − 1)
∑
d|q′

μ(d)
φ(d)

∑
χ∈F̂∗qn , ord(χ)=d

χ(x).
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The number of completely normal elements

Let CNq(n) be the number of completely normal elements of
Fqn over Fq. Assume that {1 = l1 < . . . < lk < n} is the set of
proper divisors of n. Since all x ∈ F∗qn are normal over Fqn , it
follows that an element of Fqn is completely normal over Fq if
and only if it is normal over Fqli for all i = 1, . . . , k. To simplify
our notation, we denote q = (Xn/l1 − 1, . . . , Xn/lk − 1) and
θ(q) =∏k

i=1 θli(X
n/li − 1). We compute

CNq(n) =
∑
x∈Fqn

(
Ωl1(x) · · ·Ωlk(x)

)

= θ(q)
∑

(ψ1,...,ψk)

k∏
i=1

μli(ordli(ψi))
φli(ordli(ψi))

∑
x∈Fqn

ψ1 · · ·ψk(x),

where the sums extends over all k-tuples of additive
characters. 19/35



The number of completely normal elements

Later, we will need a lower bound for CNq(n).

Proposition

Let q be a prime power and n ∈ N. Then the following bounds
hold

CNq(n) ≥ qn
1−∑

d|n

(
1− φd(Xn/d − 1)

qn

)
CNq(n) ≥ qn

(
1− n(q+ 1)

q2

)
.

We note that the second bound is meaningful for q ≥ n+ 1,
which is the case we cover in this work.
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SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS



The main condition

Next, we prove some sufficient conditions that ensure
PCNq(n) > 0, where PCNq(n) stands for the number of
primitive completely normal elements of the extension Fqn/Fq.
Theorem
Let q be a prime power and n ∈ N, then

|PCNq(n)−θ(q′) CNq(n)| ≤ qn/2W(q′)Wl1(F
′
l1) · · ·Wlk(F

′
lk)θ(q

′)θ(q),

where W(r) is the number of positive divisors of r and Wli(F
′
li)

is the number of monic divisors of F′li in Fqli [X].

• Here, q′ stands for the square-free part of qn − 1 and F′li
stands for the square-free part of Xn/li − 1 in Fqli .
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Sketch of the proof

PCNq(n) =
∑
x∈Fqn

(
ω(x)Ωl1(x) · · ·Ωlk(x)

)

=θ(q′)θ(q)
∑
χ

∑
(ψ1,...,ψk)

μ(ord(χ))
φ(ord(χ))

k∏
i=1

μli(ordli(ψi))
φli(ordli(ψi))∑

x∈Fqn
ψ1 · · ·ψk(x)χ(x)

=θ(q′)θ(q)(S1 + S2),

where the term S1 is the part of the above sum for χ = χ0 and
S2 is the part for χ ̸= χ0.
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Sketch of the proof (cont.)

S1 =
∑

(ψ1,...,ψk)

k∏
i=1

μli(ordli(ψi))
φli(ordli(ψi))

∑
x∈Fqn

ψ1 · · ·ψk(x) =
CNq(n)
θ(q)

and

S2 =
∑
χ ̸=χ0

∑
(ψ1,...,ψk)

μ(ord(χ))
φ(ord(χ))

k∏
i=1

μli(ordli(ψi))
φli(ordli(ψi))

∑
x∈Fqn

ψ1 · · ·ψk(x)χ(x).

Using the character sum results we presented earlier, we get

|S2| ≤ qn/2(W(q′)− 1)
k∏
i=1

Wli(F
′
li)

and the result follows.
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The main condition

The latter implies.

Corollary
If

CNq(n) ≥ qn/2W(q′)Wl1(F
′
l1) · · ·Wlk(F

′
lk)θ(q),

then PCNq(n) > 0.
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PROOF OF THE THEOREM



Putting things together

Lemma

For any r ∈ N, W(r) ≤ cr,ar1/a, where cr,a = 2s/(p1 · · ·ps)1/a and
p1, . . . ,ps are the primes ≤ 2a that divide r.

We get PCNq(n) > 0 provided that

CNq(n) > qn/2W(q′)
k∏
i=1

Wli(F
′
li)θli(F

′
li).

It is not hard to see that
∏k
i=1Wli(F

′
li)θli(F

′
li) < 2t(n)−1, where

t(n) :=
∑

d|n d. Plugging this and a bound of CNq(n), it suffices
to show that

qn/2
(
1− n(q+ 1)

q2

)
≥ W(q′)2t(n)−1.
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Putting things together

We combine the above and a sufficient condition for
PCNq(n) > 0 would be

q3n/8
(
1− n(q+ 1)

q2

)
≥ 4514.7 · 2t(n)−1.

By Robin’s (1984) theorem t(n) ≤ eγn log log n+ 0.6483n
log log n , ∀n ≥ 3,

where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, therefore the above
becomes

q3n/8
(
1− n(q+ 1)

q2

)
> 4514.7 · 2n

(
log log n·e0.558+ 0.6483

log log n

)
−1
.
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Putting things together

• The latter is satisfied for all q ≥ n+ 1, given that n > 1016.
• Within the range 2 ≤ n ≤ 1016 it is satisfied for all but 49
values of n, if we substitute q by the least prime power
greater or equal to n+ 1, t(n) by its exact value and we
exclude the values of n that are a prime number.

• For those values for n, we compute the smallest prime
power q that satisfies our condition. In this region, there
is a total of 1868 pairs (n,q) to deal with.
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Putting things together

Another condition would be

qn/2
1−∑

d|n

(
1− φd(Xn/d − 1)

qn

) > W(q′)
k∏
i=1

Wli(F
′
li)θli(F

′
li).

• By using this and the estimate W(q′) ≤ cq′,16qn/16 the list
is furthered reduced to a total of 80 pairs. The list can be
shrieked even more, to a total of 65 pairs, if we replace
W(q′) by its exact value.

• By taking into account the fact that Morgan and Mullen
(1996) found examples for q ≤ 97 and qn < 1050, we are
left with just 3 pairs (n,q) to investigate. These pairs are
(36, 37), (48, 49) and (60, 61).
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Completing the proof

• For the pairs (60, 61) and (48, 49) we succesfully apply the
Cohen-Huczynska (1999) sieve.

• For the pair (36, 37) we explicitly find an example.

Now the proof is complete.
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CONCLUSION



Further research

For our methods to work for arbitrary n there seem to be two
obvious paths:

• new bounds for CNq(n) or
• better handling of the character sums that arise.

We believe that this would be an interesting and challenging
direction for further research.

q n Lower bound Exact value
7 4 1630 1728
5 6 7165 8448
2 14 1666 6272

Table: Values for CNq(n).
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Further research

Recent works of Hachenberger

1. Designs Codes and Cryptography, 77(2–3):335–350, 2015
2. Journal of Algebraic Combinatorics, 53(1):85–114, 2021

highlight a connection between the concepts we focus on and
finite geometry. Perhaps this connection could prove to be
useful.
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Thank You!
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